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Interative 3D Segmentation ofBrain MRI with Di�erential WatershedsFelipe P.G. Bergo Alexandre X. Fal~aobergo�seul.org, afalao�i.uniamp.brInstitute of Computing, State University of Campinas (Uniamp)C.P. 6176, Campinas, SP, 13084-971, BrazilAbstratWe approah here the interative 3D segmentation problem in the ontext of theimage foresting transform (IFT)| a graph-based tool to develop image proessingoperators| by introduing the IFT� algorithm to ompute sequenes of IFTs in adi�erential way. We instantiate the IFT� to be a watershed transform and validateit for segmentation of brain MR-images. The new method redues by a fator of 8.4the user's waiting time during segmentation ompared to the non-di�erential watershedapproah. It also provides a revertible operator that leads to higher eÆieny gainsthan our previous di�erential approah, the IFT+.1 IntrodutionConsider the problem of partitioning a sene into inuene zones assoiated with a seed setgiven by the user, where the zone of eah seed onsists of the voxels that are \more loselyonneted" to that seed than to any other, in some appropriate sense. The segmentationis de�ned by assigning distint labels to seeds that belong to distint objets in the sene.Several e�etive approahes, suh as watershed transform [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6℄ and relative fuzzyonnetedness [7, 8℄, fall in this general model. Very often the user has to add and/or removeseeds (i.e. their inuene zones) to orret the segmentation result. The time required toproess the whole sene usually ompromises the immediay of response, making interativesegmentation a tedious task. The most eÆient watershed algorithms, for example, takeabout 33 seonds to proess a 2563 sene on an 1.5GHz Pentium-4 PC [6, 9℄.We have approahed the above problem in the ontext of the image foresting transform(IFT)| a graph-based tool to develop image proessing operators [10℄. The IFT de�nes anoptimum-path forest in a graph, whose nodes are the voxels and whose ars are de�ned byan adjaeny relation between voxels. The ost of a path in this graph is determined byan appliation-spei� path-ost funtion. The roots of the forest are drawn from the givenseed set. For suitable path-ost funtions, the IFT assigns one minimum-ost path fromthe seed set to eah voxel, in suh a way that their union is an oriented forest, spanningthe whole sene. The inuene zone of eah root is, by de�nition, its optimum-path tree1



2 Bergo and Fal~aoin the forest. We have presented the IFT+ algorithm to ompute sequenes of IFTs in adi�erential way [9℄, where the user is allowed to add and remove trees of the forest in timeproportional to the number of voxels in these trees. That is, orretions during segmentationtake time proportional to the number of voxels in the a�eted regions of the sene. We haveinstantiated the IFT+ to be a watershed transform and showed that it redues by a fatorof 6 the user's waiting time during segmentation [9℄. However, the IFT+ algorithm annotrevert the user's ations during segmentation, beause eah tree removal turns all leaf voxelsof its adjaent trees into new seeds.We propose here a better and more intuitive di�erential solution, the IFT� algorithm,whih allows the remaining roots to ompete for the voxels of the removed tree withoutspawning new trees. The IFT� also provides an undo feature with no extra storage re-quirements, allowing the user to reover from mistakes. We instantiate it to be a watershedtransform and show that it provides higher eÆieny gains ompared to the non-di�erentialwatershed approah for interative 3D segmentation of brain MR-images.2 Notation and De�nitionsA sene S is a pair (S; S) onsisting of a �nite set S of voxels (points in Z3), and a mappingS that assigns to eah voxel v in S a salar S(v) in some arbitrary value spae.An adjaeny relation A is an irreexive binary relation between voxels of S. We areinterested here in symmetri adjaenies only. One the adjaeny relation A has been�xed, the sene S an be interpreted as a graph whose nodes are the voxels and whose arsare the voxel pairs in A.A path � is a sequene of distint voxels hv1; v2; : : : ; vni where (vi; vi+1) 2 A for 1 �i � n � 1. The path is trivial if n = 1. If � is a path that ends at a voxel v, and � isa path that begins at v, we denote by � � � the onatenation of the two paths, with thetwo joining instanes of v merged into one. A path-ost funtion f assigns to eah path � apath ost f(�), in some totally ordered set V of ost values. Funtion f must satisfy ertainonditions established by Fal~ao et al. in [10℄. We denote the maximum element in V by+1. A path � is optimum if f(�) � f(�0) for any other path �0 that ends at the same �nalvoxel v of �, regardless of its starting point.A predeessor map is a funtion P that assigns to eah voxel v in S either some othervoxel in S, or a distintive marker nil not in S | in whih ase v is said to be a root of themap. A spanning forest is a predeessor map whih ontains no yles | in other words,one whih takes every voxel to nil in a �nite number of iterations. For any voxel v 2 S, aspanning forest P de�nes a path P �(v) reursively as hvi if P (v) = nil , and P �(u) � hu; viif P (v) = u 6= nil . We will denote by P 0(v) the initial voxel of P �(v). An optimum-pathforest is a spanning forest P where P �(v) is optimum, for every voxel v.We are interested in paths that start in a distinguished set MI � S, the seed voxels(here given by the user). The user also assigns to eah seed v 2 MI a label �(v). Thisrestrition is implemented by hoosing path ost f(hvi) = +1 for all v =2 MI . We de�neMR the set of voxels marked by the user, whose trees are to be removed from the forest. TheIFT omputes an optimum-path forest for a given sene S, adjaeny relation A, suitable



3D Brain MRI Segmentation with Di�erential Watersheds 3path-ost funtion f , labeling funtion �, and seed setMI , and outputs an annotated senethat assigns to eah voxel v 2 S three additional attributes: its predeessor P (v) in theoptimum path, the ost C(v) of that path, and a orresponding root label L(v).3 The IFT� ApproahThe key idea in the IFT� approah is to allow addition and removal of inuene zones(optimum-path trees) in the annotated sene in di�erential and revertible ways. When anew voxel is added to the seed set MI , it is supposed to de�ne a new optimum-path treeby invading the inuene zone of other roots. When an optimum-path tree is removed fromthe forest, its voxels beome available for a new dispute among the remaining roots. Asymmetri adjaeny is ruial to guarantee that all available voxels will be reahable fromthe remaining roots.The input and output of the IFT� algorithm are annotated senes. Initially, MR isempty and the annotated sene onsists only of trivial trees, suh that C(v) = f(hvi) andP (v) = nil , for all voxels v 2 S. The �rst IFT� will hange the initial annotation into anoptimum-path forest. For eah subsequent addition and/or removal of trees, the IFT� willmodify the annotated sene in a di�erential way.Algorithm 1 { IFT�Input: Sene S, ost map C, root label map L, predeessor map P , labeling funtion �,path-ost funtion f , symmetri adjaeny relation A, set MI of seed voxels, setMR of marking voxels;Output: S, C, P and L;Auxiliary: Priority Queue Q.1. (C;P;F)  ClearTrees(C;P;A;MI ;MR);2. While MI is not empty, Do3. Remove any v from MI ;4. If f(hvi) < C(v) Then5. Set C(v) f(hvi), set P (v) nil and set L(v) �(v);6. Insert v in Q;7. While F is not empty, Do8. Remove any v from F , insert v in Q;9. While Q is not empty, Do10. Remove from Q a voxel u suh that C(u) is minimum;11. For Eah v suh that (u; v) 2 A where C(v) > C(u) or P (v) = u, Do12. Compute ost f(P �(u) � hu; vi);13. If ost < C(v) or P (v) = u, Then14. If v 2 Q Then Remove v from Q;15. Set P (v) u, C(v) ost and L(v) L(u), insert v in Q;



4 Bergo and Fal~aoAlgorithm 2 { ClearTreesInput: Cost map C, predeessor map P , symmetri adjaeny A, set MI of seed voxels,setMR of marking voxels;Output: C, P , and set F of frontier voxels;Auxiliary: FIFO Queue T , Set B of frontier andidates.1. F  ;;2. For Eah v 2MR, Do3. u P 0(v);4. If C(u) 6= +1 Then5. Insert u in T , set C(u) +1, and set P (u) nil ;6. While T is not empty, Do7. Remove u from T ;8. For Eah v suh that (u; v) 2 A, Do9. If P (v) = u Then10. Set C(v)  +1, set P (v) nil , insert v in T ;11. Else B  B [ fvg;12. While B is not empty, Do13. Remove any v from B;14. If P (v) 6= nil and v =2MI Then15. F  F [ fvg;The key di�erene between the IFT� algorithm and the IFT+ [9℄ is the di�erent treat-ment of the user-added seeds (MI) and the frontier voxels (F) found by the tree removalalgorithm (lines 2{6 and 7{8 of Algorithm 1). In the IFT� approah, the voxels in thefrontier region between removed and non-removed trees are not reset, and therefore do notbeome new roots. They only represent the propagation front of their trees. In the IFT+approah, these voxels beome new roots and every iteration indeed inreases the numberof trees in the forest, preventing the user from reverting the operation. The IFT� allowsboth growth and redution of the number of trees in the forest in a revertible way. That is,adding a root in one iteration and removing its tree in the next, and vie-versa, will revertthe annotated sene to a state equivalent to the original one. (The forest may not be exatlythe same, but it is a valid optimum-path forest for the remaining roots.) In pratie, thisprovides an undo feature in the algorithm.The auxiliary proedure (Algorithm 2) that builds the set F from MR di�ers from theone used in the IFT+ [9℄ in the separation of seeds from frontier voxels. The F set is nolonger built inMI , and the v =2MI test in line 14 ensures that F andMI are disjoint sets,preventing the double queueing of a same voxel.The priority queue Q an be implemented in suh a way that Algorithms 1 and 2 willrun in time O(jSj) for adjaeny relations that lead to sparse graphs and integer path ostswith limited inrements [10℄. In pratie, all iterations exept the �rst will run in timeproportional to a number of voxels muh less than jSj.



3D Brain MRI Segmentation with Di�erential Watersheds 54 Appliation to Interative 3D SegmentationTo evaluate the IFT� approah, we have instantiated it to be a di�erential watershed trans-form [1, 6℄. In this ase, a sene is a 4D surfae where the brightness is the altitude of thevoxels. An optimum-path between two voxels is de�ned as one with minimum height, wherethe height of a path is the maximum intensity of its voxels. Thus, the path-ost funtionrepresents the height of a path. The IFT�-watershed uses a 6-neighborhood relation, anda path-ost funtion f de�ned as:f(hvi) = 0, if v 2MI , and +1 otherwise,f(� � hu; vi) = maxff(�); S(v)gwhere S(v) is the brightness of voxel v in a gradient sene, whih results from a preproessingstep. The preproessing applies a Gaussian strething to the original image, followed bya low-pass onvolution �lter, and morphologial gradient omputation. This was hosento make more e�etive the segmentation of four objets of interest: erebellum, lateralventriles, pons-medulla and the rest of the brain.Our implementation allows the user to add and remove trees of the forest by seletingseed and marking voxels over orthogonal uts of the sene (Fig. 1a). After the �rst iteration,further seletion an be performed over surfae renditions and 3D views that ombine partialsegmentation results and anatomi information (Figs. 1b{). Eah label (objet) is identi�edby a distint olor in the user interfae. The user an perform as many iterations as desired,allowing him/her to hoose the trade-o� between the quality of segmentation and the timerequired to aomplish it.

(a) (b) ()Figure 1: (a) orthogonal ut view of the sene, used to make the initial seletion of seeds.(b) example of seletion of one marking voxel for tree removal over a 3D view of a partialsegmentation of the lateral ventriles. () Result of the tree removal iteration. Insertingagain the roots of the trees highlighted in (b) to the MI set and running another iterationover the sene () reverts it to the state shown in (b).



6 Bergo and Fal~ao5 Experimental ValidationThe goals of the experiments were to evaluate the viability of the IFT�-watershed for 3Dsegmentation and visualization at interative speeds in a ommon PC with no speializedhardware, and its eÆieny gains over the traditional non-di�erential approah [1, 6℄.We seleted ten T1-weighted MR senes of the head from ten di�erent patients with noknown anomalies, aquired with 7:1 � 106 voxels (181x217x181, 12-bit) eah, and used theIFT�-watershed transform to segment lateral ventriles, erebellum, pons-medulla and therest of the brain. We used one 1.5 GHz Pentium-4 PC with 1.25 GB RAM running Linuxto ondut our experiments (see Table 1).Table 1: Experimental results.Sene # of First Iteration Corretion Times Response Total Time forIterations Time Min{Max(Avg) Avg. Time Segmentation1 35 18.86" 1.58"{1.84" (1.67") 2.51" 21'48"2 40 16.64" 1.59"{1.82" (1.65") 2.35" 21'28"3 23 17.42" 1.55"{1.71" (1.60") 2.48" 15'16"4 29 17.46" 1.56"{1.81" (1.62") 2.11" 14'23"5 32 18.78" 1.57"{1.77" (1.62") 2.40" 17'03"6 39 17.85" 1.57"{1.74" (1.61") 2.15" 17'20"7 31 18.47" 1.56"{1.95" (1.63") 2.06" 15'11"8 35 20.87" 1.56"{2.24" (1.66") 2.39" 17'41"9 23 18.86" 1.59"{2.09" (1.69") 2.13" 11'43"10 34 18.59" 1.69"{2.49" (1.79") 2.16" 26'01"Di�erential iterations (orretions) were performed until visual inspetion of orthogonaluts showed no relevant innauraies (see Fig. 2). Combined with a fast 3D projetionmethod, an IFT�-based segmentation tool an proess and display orretions in about2 seonds (5th olumn of Table 1). In a non-di�erential approah, eah orretion wouldrequire the same time of the �rst iteration (3rd olumn of Table 1), leading to response timesaround 20 seonds inluding 3D visualization. Note that the interative segmentation withthe non-di�erential watershed approah would beome lenghty and tedious. Consideringthe total CPU time spent by the IFT� and the non-di�erential IFT algorithms, the IFT�approah provided an eÆieny gain of 8.40, on average (see Table 2).The eÆieny gain of the IFT� is also higher than the one obtained with the IFT+approah (5.75, as shown in [9℄). With the IFT+, the number of trees never dereases witheah iteration, and the annotated sene quikly beomes oversegmented. Further orretionsbeome harder due to the inreased diÆulty of visualizing, seleting and removing unde-sired and/or misplaed inuene zones| more time is spent seleting seeds than performingorretion iterations.Oversegmentation is not an issue with the IFT�, where mistakes an be readily undoneand tree removal atually redues the number of trees in the forest, allowing the user to



3D Brain MRI Segmentation with Di�erential Watersheds 7Table 2: Experimental EÆieny Gain of the IFT� ApproahSene IFT� IFT EÆieny Sene IFT� IFT EÆienyCPU time CPU time Gain CPU time CPU time Gain1 75.54" 660.10" 8.74 6 79.06" 696.15" 8.812 80.90" 665.60" 8.23 7 67.43" 572.57" 8.493 52.68" 400.66" 7.61 8 77.41" 730.45" 9.444 62.88" 506.34" 8.05 9 56.00" 433.78" 7.755 69.02" 600.96" 8.71 10 77.55" 632.06" 8.15proeed with further orretions as muh as she/he desires.

(a) (b)Figure 2: (a) Examples of orthogonal views with border highlighting used for inspetionof segmentation auray. (b) 3D renditions of segmented strutures in 4 of the 10 testsubjets. Top to bottom: brain, lateral ventriles, erebellum and pons-medulla; Left toright: subjets 1, 5, 7 and 9.6 ConlusionWe introdued a new di�erential image foresting transform (IFT�), whih omputes se-quenes of IFTs in di�erential and revertible ways, and instantiated it to be a watershedoperator. We evaluated the IFT�-watershed in the ontext of interative 3D segmentationof brain MR-images, and showed that the IFT�-watershed is, on average, 8.4 times fasterthan the non-di�erential approah. The revertibility property of the IFT� makes segmenta-



8 Bergo and Fal~aotion easier, more intuitive and faster than with the IFT+ approah [9℄, by providing a stabletree removal method without oversegmentation. For 7-Mvoxel senes, the IFT�-watershedprovides feedbak for di�erential segmentation orretions in about 2.5 seonds, inluding3D visualization, on a 1.5 GHz Pentium 4 PC. We an onlude that the main ontributionof the IFT� is the onsiderable redution in the response time to user's ations, whihmakes it viable for routine use in linial settings.Our urrent researh aims at improving and automating sene preproessing for otherstrutures in the brain, and reating new methods for 3D segmentation based on the IFTframework. We also intend to ondut further experiments to evaluate the auray, prei-sion, and eÆieny gains of the IFT�.AknowledgmentsThanks to Dr. Fernando Cendes and Dr. Li Li Min (Department of Neurology, StateUniversity of Campinas) for providing the data sets and useful feedbak in our segmenta-tion results. Bergo thanks CAPES for his sholarship. Fal~ao is grateful to CNPq (Pro.302966/02-1) for the �nanial support.Referenes[1℄ S. Beuher and F. Meyer. The morphologial approah to segmentation: The watershedtransformation. In Edward R. Dougherty, editor, In Mathematial Morphology in ImageProessing, hapter 12, pages 433{481. Marel Dekker, In., New York, NY, 1993.[2℄ L. Vinent and P. Soille. Watersheds in digital spaes: An eÆient algorithm based onimmersion simulations. IEEE on Pattern Analysis and Mahine Intelligene, 13(6):583{598, June 1991.[3℄ W.E. Higgins and E.J. Ojard. Interative morphologial watershed analysis for 3Dmedial images. Computerized Medial Imaging and Graphis, 17(4/5):387{395, 1993.[4℄ G. Bueno, O. Musse, F. Heitz, and J.P. Armspah. Three-dimensional segmentation ofanatomial strutures in MR images on large data bases. Magneti Resonane Imaging,19:73{88, 2001.[5℄ R.J. Lapeer, A.C. Tan, and R. Aldridge. Ative watersheds: Combining 3D watershedsegmentation and ative ontours to extrat abdominal organs from MR images. In5th MICCAI, Leture Notes in Computer Siene 2488, pages 596{603, Tokyo, 2002.Springer-Verlag.[6℄ R.A. Lotufo and A.X. Fal~ao. The ordered queue and the optimality of the watershedapproahes. In Mathematial Morphology and its Appliations to Image and SignalProessing, volume 18, pages 341{350. Kluwer Aademi Publishers, Palo Alto, USA,June 2000.
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